HE DIED WITHOUT GOD: LUKE 16:22-23

Intro: Three things about death

1. The cause of death – Romans 5:12
2. The closeness of us death – James 4:14

Three questions about his dying without God

I. DID HIS PARENTS FAIL HIM ?

Parents can fail their children spiritually by

1. Their misguided priorities – Gen. 13:10-13
2. Their misleading practices – Mk 6:17-28; 17-19

II. DID HIS POSSESSIONS FOOL HIM ?

The farmer who was fooled – Luke 12:16-20

1. He was bound by his possessions - verses 16-18
2. He was blinded by his presumptuousness - Verses 19-20

III. DID HIS PEOPLE FOLLOW HIM ?

In his plea to Abraham notice

1. The man that he wanted to warn his people – verse 27 (Lazarus a Christian)
2. The message that he wanted to win his people – verse 30 (Repentance)